Structures and Bonding The Properties of Ionic Compounds
Worksheet
Combined Science - Chemistry - Key Stage 4

Mr Robbins
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Ionic bonding and properties: Summary
questions
These questions are aimed to help consolidate all the work on ionic bonding.
Potassium oxide is an ionic compound. Answer the questions below about potassium oxide.
1.

How many protons are in potassium?

2.

How many neutrons are in oxygen?

3.

Explain why oxygen ions take a 2- charge in terms of protons and electrons.

4.

Draw a set of diagrams to explain, in terms of electrons, what occurs when potassium and oxygen react together.

5.

What is the formula for potassium oxide?

6.

Why are potassium and oxygen ions attracted to each other?

7.

What is the name for potassium oxide’s structure?

8.

Give two properties of potassium oxide.

9.

Explain why solid potassium oxide does not conduct electricity.

10. Explain why potassium oxide has a high melting point.
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Answers
1.

19

2.

8

3.

Gained two electrons / 8 protons, 10 electrons

4.

Two potassium atoms each transfer one electron to an oxygen, forms 2K+ and O2- or

5.

K2O

6.

They have opposite charges

7.

Giant ionic lattice

8.

High melting and boiling point, does not conduct electricity as solid, does conduct as (aq) or (l)

9.

Giant ionic lattice; Its ions are not free to move and it does not have delocalised electrons

10. Giant ionic lattice; strong ionic bonds formed from electrostatic force of attraction between oppositely charged
ions, requires lots of energy to break
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Quick check:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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What type of crystal structure do ionic compounds form?
What are the three properties of ionic compounds?
What does molten mean?
Wax melts easily and does not dissolve. Is it ionically bonded?

Quick check on conduction and solubility

1. Why do ionic compounds conduct when molten?
2. Why do ionic compounds conduct when in solution?
3. Why does a solid ionic compound not conduct electricity?
4. Why does distilled (pure) water not conduct electricity?
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Exam style question
The diagram below shows part of the structure and bonding in sodium chloride
(NaCl)

Sodium ion

Chloride ion

Describe the conditions needed for sodium chloride to conduct electricity
[2 marks]
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Exam style question
The diagram below shows part of the structure and bonding in sodium chloride
(NaCl)

Sodium ion

Chloride ion

Explain why sodium chloride conducts electricity when molten or in solution,
but not as a solid
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[1 mark]

